
Maintain & Optimize

This installation, licensing and training bundle 
provides you with a turn-key implementation of 
Software Asset Manager and automated 
inventory of your installed AVEVA software and 
licenses significantly reducing your overall 
maintenance effort and saving you time. You will 
get a comprehensive listing of all installed 
licenses for tracking and compliance purposes.  
You will also get the ability to view your installed 
software and its life cycle status as well as all 
relevant software updates, patches and service 
packs, so you can keep your software current.  
With the included training session, you will be able 
to confidently use the application to effectively 
manage your installed software.  

What’s Included
An initial project call to discuss the scope and 
ensure all required prerequisites are known

A detailed deliverable report that includes:

A training session covering how to use Software
Asset Manager and work with your site’s data
A post-implementation report detailing
activities

A local installation of Software Asset Manager 
at your chosen physical site, on your 
designated node

Configuration of the tool to ensure all required 
machines are included in the inventory  

A “Detect” operation of your networked estate 
to collate all required information  

Software Asset Manager Implementation

Software Asset Manager is an on-premise application that enables you to easily track 
and manage your installed AVEVA software and licenses running at your site(s).  

It identifies and allows single-click downloads of relevant upgrades, service packs and 
patches that you can then easily apply when needed. It also identifies and prioritizes 
critical Microsoft security updates that address known vulnerabilities and keep your 

software secure.  
  $8,500
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A current inventory of your installed
AVEVA Software

Highlighted risks associated with your 
system in relation to the latest available 
software versions

Information on the latest features and
functionality availability

A detailed explanation of the currently 
supported versions and associated 
compatibility operating systems and 
SQL versions

Steps required to migrate currently 
deployed applications to the latest versions


